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The Discusion. Paper
The New South Wales Bar As ociation has

rel used this discussion paper to encourege
national conversation and fresh ideas on a

matter of public importanc .

This discus ion paper ouchnes:

> A proposal for a Family Court of
Australia 2.0

> The widential basis for a spedalist
family court in Australia

> Key questions and considerations

The New South Wales Bar Association

The New South Wales Bar Association is a

voluntary professional association comprised of
more than 2,300 barnsters with their principal
place of practice in NSW. Currently, 185 of our
members reportedIy practice in the area of family
law and guardianship. The Assodation also
indudes amongst its members judges, academics,
and retired practitioners and judges. The
Association is committed to promoting the public
good in relation to legal matters and the
administration of justice. The Association

believes there is a pressing need for a national
discussion about the future of family law in
Australia that transcends state borders, registries
and professions.

The Association be of aInvites you to part

reasoned, considered discussion about alternatives

for the future of the Farnity Court of Australia.
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A PROPOSAL FOR A NATIONAL DISCUSSION

TIME FOR A FAMILY COURT OF AUSTRALIA 2.0

Part A
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Time for a Fall, ily Count of Australia 2.0

Australia's harry law system contributes mumeasurable social and econonuc value to our Forociety.

more than forty years, the Family Court of Australia (the Family Court) has been one of Australia s
prenxier legal in titutions: a specialist superior court admired by other family law jurisdictions around
the world for its mmovative management of ' the most coinple and difficult funny law matters ' The
Attorney-General of the Commonwealth win introduce legislation in Spring to amalgam re the Farnil
Coorr into a n w entity alled the Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia (FCFCA).' Essentially,
the Attorney-General is proposing to merge the Farady Court into a division of a generalised lower level
court the Federal Circuit Count (FCC), and create a new Family Law Appeal Division in the Federal
Court of AUStrali (FCA) There is an opportunity for a national discussion to con ider whether an
alternate federal court restructure might be possible to realise the cost and time eHiciendes proposed by
the Attorney-General while retatriing a single court ntity as a pecialised and properly resourced Family
Court of Australia 2.0.

7/5e kg"e

Stakeholders, in duding the Family Law Bar of NSW, are concerned that the Attorney-General's
proposed restructure will in effect abolish a specialist superior court of record and produce a significant
diminution in the quality of the family law justice system. The Women's Legal Service Queensland
has stated publicly that this restructure represents a "move to a generalist court model and away from
family law specialisation".' Once in the FCFCA, all family court matters will have to compete for
judicial resources and court time with other matters of federal jurisdiction, in duding a growing
migration caseload. There is a risk the restructure will impose further significant pressures and more
complex and Iengrhy cases on already over-burdened FCC Judges

There is force in the view that if faced with a family law matter that cannot be resolved outside of the
court, Australians should be able to access spedalist services and a specialist Family Court to hear and
determine the matter. Unless there are overwhelming countervailing factors, Australians should not
be forced to put their families' futures into the hands of a general purpose court already juggling
increased migration caseloads if there is another way forward.

Family law is factualy and legally complex, emotionally charged and produces lift!-altering
consequences for families and children. It is the area of law by which most people will come into
contact with the justice system. ' The Family Court currently hears "the most complex and difficult

' Federal Court of Australia, Gol?@nete Plan 2017-18 (2017) 18
<hitp://WWW. fedcourr. gov. au/ data/assets/par_melo006/45366/Corporate-Plan-2017-18. pd6-
' AttorneyGeneral for Australia, 'Court Reforms to help families save time and costs in family law disputes' (Media release, 30 May
2018) <hrtp://WWW. attorneygeneral. gov. au/Medial Pages/Court-Reforms-co- help-families-save-time-and-costs-in-family law-
disputes. aspx>
' Women's Legal Service Queensland, (Media Release, 28 June 2018)
'1ustice Abella, 'The Challenge of Change', (1998) Speech to the 8th National Family Law Conference, Hobart Tarmania, 25 October
1998,2-3
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family law matters", in duding "matters involving allegations of family violence and/or child abuse;
questions of international family law (relating to the Hague 1980 Child Abduction Convention and/or
1996 Child Protection Convention); applications related to special medical procedures (such as stage
two treatment for gender dysphoria in children); and complex property matters in duding those
involving accrued jurisdiction and third parties". 5

Judges working in this area not only require specialist technical knowledge, legal reasoning, fact finding
and analytical skills, they also require highly effective communication and interpersonal skills and
experience in sodal dynamics. Judges perform this important work in a difficult, high-pressure
environment that carries the risk of physical danger to themselves and their families, as well as the
gravity of knowing that their decisions, especially regarding children, could in some instances provoke
extreme responses resulting in violence to a child or a party, or in some tragic cases death

One of the Family Court's most admired features is the fact that only those who "by reason of trainin ,
experience and personality"' are suited to deal with family law cases are appointed as its Judges. By
contrast, FCC Judges need not satisfy that same requirement. ' Last year, the House of Representatives
Standing Committee on Social Policy and Legal Affairs recommended an increase in the specialisation
of Judges undertaking family law work. '

In recent years, Australia's family law system has been adversely affected by a chronic and sustained
lack of resources in both the FCC and the Family Court, resulting from an absence of commitment
by successive Governments to the proper funding of the system. The Family Court can be a gold star
institution once again but this would require reform in two key areas

I. structural improvement to unify the family law system by creating a single family court; and
2. a proper funding and resource commitment from government

The FCC was established in 1999 as a lower level federal court to provide a simpler and accessible
alternative to litigation in the FCA and the Family Court and "to relieve the workload of those
courts".' The experiment of sharing jurisdiction between two federal courts and running family law
matters in separate courts with separate rules and procedures has failed

The Attorney-General is right to say that "fundamental structural reform is an absolute necessary
condition to further improvements" to the family law system. '' We agree that there should be "a

5 Federal Cou, r of Australia, Gory, "rote PI, " 2017-18 (2017) 18
<hrtp://WWW. fedcourr. gov. au/ datalassers/par_melo006/45366/Corporate-Plan-2017-18. pdE.
' Family LdwAc! 1975 (Cth) section 220)(b)
' Standing Committee on Sodal Policy and Legal Affairs, A better/amily Itw synem to J"ployt madlyorect tbor24, ?cted byItmr'ly
"jot"ce (House of Representatives, 2017) 18,211, citing Professor Parrick Parkinson AM, Private Capacity, Coinmi, tee H, trimrd,
Canberra, 17 October 2017, I
' See ibid, 18,761 - 18,841 and recommendations 27-29

' Commonwealth, Attorney-Gemem/t Porg;alto 2018-19 For10th B"4g'e! Statement (2018), 136
'' The HDn Christian Porter MP, Tm", triptHBC TV-InnderJ, 101une 2018, page 4
<htrps://WWW. attorneygeneral. gov. au/MedialPages/ABC-TV-Insiders-10June-2018. aspx>
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single entry point, a single set of rules, processes, procedures, Itol ensure that families can move
through the entire gambir of the system far simpler and cheaper.

However, we respectfully suggest that further consideration be given To the question of whether the
model of restructuring proposed by the AttorneyGeneralis the only way forward. Ifit is possible to
attain the efficiency goals the Attorney-General is seeking and maintain the specialist jurisdiction of
the Family Court then that possibility should be investigated and compared to the reform package
that has been put forward

" 11

II Ibid
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Re-jamgi"ting a Family Cog, ,t 91'112,5,741itz 2. O

Family law is too important to our society to fail. In this discussion paper we suggest thought be given
to a structural reform of the federal courts as the basis for the consolidation and streamlining of Australia's
federal courtjurisdiction and to achieve meaningful reform in family law. We suggest that consideration
be given to an alternate model whereby:

. the FCC cease to operate as a separate, third federal court;

. the FCC's current family law jurisdiction and workload, which reportedIy represents 90% of the
FCC's work, be transferred into a new lower level division to be created in the Family Court;

. the FCC's remaining 10% work be transferred to alowerlevel division to be created in the FCA;

. the FCC's resources be divided and allocated between the new divisions of the Family Court and
the FCAin a 90:10 ratio consistentwith the proportion of work undertaken; and

. the Family Court retain its appellate jurisdiction.

There should be a national discussion to consider whether reducing three federal courts - the Farnil
Court, FCC and FCA - into two federal courts (a spedalist Family Court 2.0 and the FCA, each with a
lower level division to resolve less complex disputes) will streamline resourcing, reduce costs and provide
greater consistency, as well as opportunities for specialisation, career development and progression of
judges. Structural diagrams are enclosed on the following pages.

Most importantly, this proposal consolidates and strengthens a single, specialised Family Court 2.0 with
one point of entry, unified court rules and procedures across divisions and inherent appelate jurisdiction.
This discussion will consider whether maintaining a spedalist, properly resourced, stand-alone faniil
court would be more beneficial to the administration of justice than the restructure currently proposed,
to quickly and affordably resolve the most complex of family law cases that cannot otherwise be
determined and coordinate referral to ADR where appropriate. To date, there has been a lack of
consultation with the legal profession about the Government's proposed structural reforms.

This discussion paper is intended to encourage open and frank dialogue between the Government, the
Courts and the profession; to test the model put forward by the Attorney-General; and suggest an
alternative model which we foel is worthy of investigation.

811.9 pages



COMPARATIVE STRUCTURAL DIAGRAMS
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Diagram As

Current Federal Courts Structure

I

\

Federal Court of

Australia

High Court

\

I
Federal Circuit Court (FCC)

Family Court of
Australia

Alternate Federal Courts Structure Proposed in
Discussion Paper

Family law
jurisdiction

90%

I

High Court

Federal Court of

Australia

\

Family Court of
Australia 2.0

New lower division

with former FCC

family jurisdiction
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Diagram CS Falliily Court of Australia 2.0 proposed in
Discussion Paper

Appeals to the High Court

As per current appellate structure from the Family Court of Australia

Family Law Appeal Div'sion

Former Family Court Appellate jurisdiction remains within the
Family Court of Australia 2 O

Fam'Iy Cou of
Australia 2.0

Division I

Former Family Court of
Australia

Judges (former Family
Court Judges)

Single point
of entry for

all family law
matters
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EVIDENTIAL BASIS FOR A FAMILY COURT OF
AUSTRALIA 2.0

Part C
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715e Family Cog, ,t of A, ,5,741, ,a 2. O

There should be a national discussion to consider whether fundamental structural reform should

involve the consolidation of all I^deal jurisdiction work relating to family law into one stand-alone
Family Court where cases can be managed under one set of court rules and procedures, supported by
one set of services and referred to tailored avenues of alternative dispute resolution where appropriate.

Further, this discussion should consider the benefits in cost and to the community of the Family Court
being supported, properly resourced and strengthened as a separate entity.

There is a risk that amalgamating the Family Court into the new FCFCA where cases will be heard
alongside other matters of federal jurisdiction including migration and industrial relations will riot
alleyiate time or cost pressures. Rather, it will result in an increase in the pressures and delays already
affecting the family law system.

The FCC has acknowledged that the increasing number of migration and refugee division referrals to
the FCC is comprising "a significant component of the workload"" and contributing to delays and
increases in the Iengrh of family law cases resolved. Chief Executive Officer and Principal Registrar of
the FCC, Dr Fenwick, confirmed in May at Senate Estimates that "roughly one-third of the total
pending case load" in the FCC is "migration work". '' Relevantly, the transcript provides as follows. ''

Senator Moonq': In the figures that you collect, are you able to see the impact that the
increasing number of migration and refugee division referrals to the Federal Circuit Court is
having on family law matters;

Dr Fenwick: It's a significant component of the workload and it has to be disposed, as with
any other case load. As I say, there are slightly different case management approaches in
different cities. A significant amount- I think around 50 per cent-of the migration work is
handled in Sydney. There is a group of judges who are federal law specialists in other cities.
Many judges handle a mixed docket of family and federal law and their diet is balanced
according to their capacity to schedule matters, but matters are filed and docketed or given a
date only according to the capacity of the schedule to accept dates. So, when there's more
work, the dates will obviously-

Senator MOLAN: Go out.

Dr Fenwick: Go out, yes.

'' Evidence co Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs Legislation Committee - Estimates, Parliament of Australia, Canberra, 24 Ma
2018,80 (Dr Stewarr Fenwick, Chief Executive Officer and Principal Registrar)
11 Ibid, 81
n Ibid, 80-8 I
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CHAIR: But, Dr Fenwick, surely if there is an increase in the number of ini ration a eals
from the anT to the Federal Court-

Dr Fenwick: To the Federal Circuit Court

CHAIR: that then means that the time available to the Federal Circuit Court 'ud us to deal

with what they should be dealing with must be of necessity limited

Dr Fenwick: That's right

CHAIR: That means the Family Court things have to blow out. In spite of our statistics, it's
a matter of common sense

Dr Fenwick: That's correct. There's no priority in this given to any particular case load, but
they are filed and docketed as they come in according to the availability of The calendar and-

CHAIR: But it just means the more AAT appeals in migration there are to the court the less
time the court's going to be used for what used to be its core business

Dr Fenwick: It's the mainstay of the court-88 per cent of all family law workers are in the
Federal Circuit Court. We have a current case load of 17,500 cases in family law, and 6,000-
odd cases, roughly one-third of the total pending case load, is just migration work. So it's
significant.

As a result, the migration caseload is contributing to delays experienced in family law

The FCC's website stated in 2016 that "Approximately 90% of the court's workload is in the area of
family law". 13

It should be considered whether this workload, and the FCC's current family law 'unsdiction, should
be shifted into a separate division within a stand-alone Family Court of Australia 2.0 to create a sin re
entry point for family law disputes, consolidate a single specialised entity, consolidate judicial spedalist
and corporate knowledge, and sever the nexus between waiting times in family law cases and those in
migration

The remaining 10% of the FCC's casework could be incorporated into a new division within the FCA
Court and judidal resources currently allocated to family and other cases in the FCC could be divided
between the Family Court of Australia 2.0 and the FCA according to a 90:10 ratio. If these ratios are
no longer current, resources could nevertheless still be proportionateIy divided between the FCA and
the Family Court of Australia 2.0 according to the workload ratio

'' FCC, 'About the Federal Circuit Court' <htt ://WWW. federaldrcuircourt. ov. au/\v SIwcm/connect/FCCweb/about/about-FCC>
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Thus, this conversation should consider the underlying policy question of whether chari us to
Australia's legal landscape, in duding the growth of alternative methods of dispute resolution, and the
change in other pressures in duding the migration case load, mean that the purpose for which the FCC
was created as a stand-alone institution is still relevant.

D^a, "!tier ," ,fort"87^"fly bayj", t, ^,. fom bam, ", C"", t,

The FCC was established in 1999 by the Fader41 Girt, z't Conrt of At, Jim/i4,4ct 1999 (formerly the
Federal Magistrates Act). The FCC's website explains than "

The establishment of the Federal Circuit Court marked a change in direction in the
administration of justice at the ft:deral level in Australia. Australia had not previously had a
lower level federal court. . .

The Court was established to provide a simple and accessible alternative to litigation in the
Federal Court of Australia (Federal Court) and the Family Court of Australia (Family Court)
and to relieve the workload of those courts

As the Attorney-General has outlined, '' difficulties have emerged in two different federal courts
sharing family law jurisdiction. There should be discussion to consider whether the FCC's work would
now be more suitably performed under the auspices of the Family Court in the case of family law
matters, or the FCA in other matters, as compared with a third separate entity as proposed by the
Attorney-General.

As the FCA, Family Court and FCC are now managed as one "entity" or "administrative body with a
single appropriation" for budgetary purposes, '' the structural reform contemplated by this discussion
paper is riot expected to create significant complications from the perspective of realocating funding.
However, the financial benefits and ramifications would form an important discussion piece.

Res@"rc, "g i's"es

The Attome^General has disagreed that the delays currently experienced in haily law are the result
of a resourcing issue. Prima facie this appears inconsistent with the FCA's advice that: ''

There are many factors that affect the time to get to trial, such as the complexity of the issues,
in4tte?$?anat"gin other cowts, and the 42,41146i/zty 4/12, litic/ re$03, ?ce$. (emphasis added)

14 Ibid

'' See, eg, The Hon Christian Porter MP, Tm, I'd;ptABC TV-Initder$, 10 June 2018, page 4
<htrps://WWW. atrotneygeneral. gov. au/MedialPages/ABC-TV-Insiders-10June-2018. aspx>
'' See Commonwealth, Attorney-Generalt Por!jbff@ 2018-19 For!jbfi@ Badger Statemen, (2018), 135 t1.11
' q"e$"'@" N"in6e, and Titk. : HE'18-014 - Family Co"rt 41n"$t, "/ia trend, Senate Standing Committee On Legal and Constitutional
Affairs, Additional Estimat"s 2017-18 (February 2018)
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Further, this statement does riot appear to be consistent with the following statement in the Federal
Conyt 41,414Jtr4/14 Corporate PI4" 2017-18 that: ''

There is a growing community awareness and focus on matters involving family violence and
allegations of child abuse that impact on strategy for the Family Court of Australia and the
FCC. Cases involving mental illness and substance abuse have also increased, as have cases
relating to international family law (in duding Hague Convention abduction matters and the
1996 Protection Convention), as well as medical procedures for which court approval is
required. These are complex matters that present strategic challenges for each court

Mr Moraltis PSM, Secretary of the Attorney-General's Department, told Senate Estimates in February
2018 that "It's clear that, ifwe had more resources, we would deploy more judges in the da time, and
in the eveningsifit suits people to have evening sessions, "" and added that "In an ideal world, I'd love
to see more funding for the courts. .."20

There should be a national discussion to consider whether pressures in the Family Court could be
improved by greater resourcing commitments from Government to the family law courts and legal
aid

The Attorney-General stated that the national median time to trial has increased from 10.8 months

to 15.2 monthsin the FCC (an increase of 40.7%), and from 11.5 months to 17 monthsin the Family
Court (47.8%)," f". in 2012-13 to 2016-17. "

The FCA confirmed in Senate Estimates that there has been a 2.73 percent increase in the o eratin
appropriation provided to the FCA, FCC and Family Court together from 2013-14 to 2017-18. '3

From 30 June 2013 to 19 January 2018, only Two additional judicial officers were added to each of
the FCC and the Family Court of Australia, " bringing the total to 66 FCC Judges and 33 Family
Courtjudges, representing a total increase of 4.2%

re Fede, al Court of Australia, Cowomie Pf0" 2017-2018 (2017) 4
<hrtp://WWW. fedcourr. gov. au/ data/arsedpdf. .melo006/45366/Corporate-Plan-2017-18. pdE.
'' Evidence to Senate Legal and Constitutional analrs Legislation Committee - Additional Estimates, Parliament of Australia,
Canberra, 27 February 2018,80 (Mr Chris Moral Lis, Secretary - AttorneyGeneral's Department Executive)
20 Ibid

'' AttorneyGeneral for Australia, 'Court Reforms to help families save rime and costs in family law disputes' (Media release, 30 May
2018) ,h

^p:S*
'' Q""fun N"in ber and nit. AE18-014 - Fffmily Cowrt 41A"J!74th ,yendr, Senate Standing Committee On Legal and Constitutional
Mrairs, Additional Estimates 2017-18 (February 2018)
'' Federal Court of Australia, Q, ,"t, 'on on Notice, .E18-018 - F"mr'ly Cowrt of, "$!rat^it tre"at, Senate Standing Committee On Legal
and Constitutional Affairs, Attorney-General's Portfolio, Additional Estimates 2017-18 (February 2018)
'' Federal Courr of Australia, q"arto" on Notice HE18-015 - Nt, in ber ofF"inib, Cowr, of Awltrit/^k drinkmi4, Law cim"'t cowrtj, ,^er
employed, Senate Standing Committee On Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Attorney-General's Portfolio, Additional Estimates 2017-
18 (February 2018)

nunvw neral IMedia/P IC Reform heI -fomil in d rainil -law
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Increase in median time

from filing to first day of
trial in FCC

The Attorney-General has not disclosed the basis for the proposed savings to be realised b the
Turnbull Government's restructure proposal. However, there is no reason to believe that similar
improvements in time and cost could not be realised by amalgamating the FCC into the Faniil
Court and FCA.

The Attorney-General has relied upon statistics of the median time in months from filing to first da
of trial to support the proposed restructure. " However, this provides a skewed picture of the
percentage of family law matters that actually proceed to trial.

It was confirmed at Senate Estimates that "many matters resolve prior to trial", to before the first day
of a defended hearing, " while only 25% of final orders applications commenced trial 27

Statistics showing the median time in months from filing to finalsation of final orders applications
are substantially lower.

For example, the foUowing table was provided at Senate Estimates, setting out the "median time
from filing to finalsation and the median time from filing to first day of trial for final orders
applications in the Family Court of Australia":'8

Increase in median time

from filing to first day of
trial in Family Court of

Australia

4.2%2.73%

^^

Increase in government Increase in judicial officers
funding of the federal in the FCC and Family Court

courts

'' See, eg, AttorneyGeneral for Australia, 'Court Reforms to help families save time and costs in family law disputes' (Media release,
30 May 2018) < tt dialPa - of r - 0-heI -f 'lie - v - -i -farnWWW t ne n OV e-an -

di^\^

'' q"eJ"'0" N"in6er @,, I Titk. : AE'18-014 - F"ME'4^ Co"rt of A"$, 74/8k trend, , Senate Standing Committee On Legal and Constitutional
rural, s, Additional Estimates 2017-18 (February 2018)
271bid, citing the Court's 2016-17thnualReporr
'' Q"e$"'@" N"in be, 4"I 7174. : HE18-014 - Fam, '6, Co"rt of Arut, Rim trend, Senate Standing Committee On Legal and Constitutional
Mral, s, Additional Estimates 2017-18 (Feb"uary 2018)
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20/2/13

20/3/14

20/4/15

20/5/16

20/6/17

20/7/18 YTD

Notes: The median time to finalsation is lower because many matters resolve prior to trial
(in 2016-1725% of final orders applications commenced trial (refer to the Court's 2016-17
Annual Report))

Median time in

months from

filing to
finalisation

80

8.0

7.4

7.5

7.4

8.6

The first day of trial refers to the first day of a defended hearing. There are many factors that
affect the time to get to trial, such as the complexity of the issues, matters pending in other
courts, and the availability of judicial resources

Finalsation refers to all types of finalis an on, including settled by consent, discontinued, and
dismissed

It is misleading to rely solely on factors such as caseload dispatch or productivity to compare the
Courts, or compare the family law system with other court systems. This is because such factors are
influenced by other factors that remain fundamentally outside of the Courts' control, in dudin
government funding, the factual and legal complexity of cases, recruitment and retention rates of
Judges

Therefore, there should be a discussion to evaluate whether the Australian community stand to
realise greater benefits by the preservation of a stand-alone, specialist family court, as compared with
an amalgamated FCFCA

Median time in

months from

filing to first
day of trial
11.5

12.1

11.6

14.7

17.0

17.8
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